We report on the emergence of spontaneous coherence in a gas of indirect excitons in an electrostatic trap. At low temperatures, the exciton coherence length becomes much larger than the thermal de Broglie wavelength and reaches the size of the exciton cloud in the trap.
Potential traps are an effective tool for studies of cold atomic gases. They allow the realization and control of atomic Bose-Einstein condensates, see [1, 2] for review. Condensation in momentum space is equivalent to the emergence of spontaneous coherence of matter waves [3] . Spontaneous coherence is an intensively studied feature of atomic condensates [1, 2] . In this paper, we report on studies of spontaneous coherence in a cold gas of indirect excitons in an electrostatic potential trap.
Excitons are hydrogen-like electron-hole pairs at low densities [4] and Cooper-pair-like electron-hole pairs at high densities [5] . The bosonic nature of excitons allows for condensation in momentum space at low temperatures, below the temperature of quantum degeneracy. For a typical range of parameters, the temperature of quantum degeneracy in an exciton gas is in the range of a few Kelvin. Although the temperature of the semiconductor crystal lattice can be lowered well below 1 K in He-refrigerators, lowering the temperature of the exciton gas to even a few Kelvin is challenging [6, 7] . Due to recombination, excitons have a finite lifetime which is too short to allow cooling to low temperatures in regular semiconductors. In order to create a cold exciton gas with temperature close to the lattice temperature, the exciton lifetime should be large compared to the exciton cooling time. Besides this, the realization of a cold and dense exciton gas requires an excitonic state to be the ground state and have lower energy than the electronhole liquid [8] .
These requirements can be fulfilled in a gas of indirect excitons. An indirect exciton in coupled quantum wells (CQW) is a bound state of an electron and a hole in separate wells (Fig. 1a) . The spatial separation allows one to control the overlap of electron and hole wavefunctions and engineer structures with lifetimes of indirect excitons orders of magnitude longer than those of regular excitons [9, 10] . In our experiments, indirect excitons are created in a GaAs/AlGaAs CQW structure (Fig. 1a) . Long lifetimes of the indirect excitons allow them to cool to low temperatures within about 0.1 K of the lattice temperature, which can be lowered to about 50 mK in an optical dilution refrigerator [11] . This allows the realization of a cold exciton gas with temperature well below the temperature of quantum degeneracy T dB = 2πh 2 n/(mgk B ) (in the studied CQW, excitons have the mass m = 0.22m 0 , spin degeneracy g = 4, and T dB ≈ 3 K for the density per spin n/g = 10 10 cm −2 ).
Due to the spatial separation of the electron and hole, indirect excitons have a built-in dipole moment ed, where d is close to the distance between the QW centers, which allows their energy to be controlled by voltage: an electric field F z perpendicular to the QW plane results in the exciton energy shift E = edF z [12] . This gives an opportunity to create in-plane potential landscapes for excitons E(x, y) = edF z (x, y). Advantages of electrostatically created potential landscapes include the opportunity to realize the desired potential profile as well as the ability to control it in-situ, on a time scale shorter than the exciton lifetime. For instance, switching off the confining potential, like in atomic time-of-flight experiments, or modulating its depth, like in atomic collective mode experiments [1, 2] can be realized by modulating the electrode voltage. Excitons were studied in various electrostatic potential landscapes: ramps [13, 14] , lattices [15] [16] [17] [18] , circuit devices [19] , and traps [17, [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this work, an electrostatic trap for indirect excitons is realized using a diamond-shaped electrode (Fig.  1b) . The diamond trap creates a parabolic-like confining potential for excitons [23] . The CQW structure is grown by MBE. An n + -GaAs layer with n Si = 10 18 cm −3 serves as a homogeneous bottom electrode. The top electrodes on the surface of the structure are fabricated via e-beam lithography by depositing a semitransparent layer of Ti (2 nm) and Pt (8 nm). The device includes a 3.5 × 30µm diamond electrode, a 600 nm wide 'wire' electrode which surrounds the diamond, and 'outer plane' electrode (Fig. 1b) [23] . Two 8 nm GaAs QWs separated by a 4 nm Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As barrier are positioned 100 nm above the n + -GaAs layer within an undoped 1 µm thick Al 0.33 Ga 0.67 As layer. Positioning the CQW closer to the homogeneous electrode suppresses the inplane electric field [17] , which otherwise can lead to exciton dissociation. The excitons are photoexcited by a 633 nm HeNe laser. The excitation beam is focused to a spot about 5µm in diameter on a side of the trap (Fig.  1b,c) . This excitation scheme allows the photoexcited excitons to cool down further when they travel towards the trap center, thus facilitating the realization of a cold and dense exciton gas in the trap (cooling of excitons away from the laser excitation spot also leads to the realization of a cold exciton gas in the inner ring in exciton emission pattern [24, 25] and in laser-induced traps [26] ).
I n t e r f e r e n c e v i s i b i l i t y a t s h i f t
The pattern of the first-order coherence function g 1 (δx) is measured by shift-interferometry: the emission images produced by arm 1 and 2 of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer are shifted with respect to each other to measure the interference between the emission of excitons separated by δx. A similar method was used in the studies of spontaneous coherence in a gas of indirect excitons in exciton rings [27] . The emission beam is made parallel by an objective inside the optical dilution refrigerator and lenses. The emission is split between arm 1 and arm 2 of the interferometer. The path lengths of arm 1 and arm 2 are set equal. The interfering emission images produced by arm 1 and 2 of the interferometer are shifted relative to each other along x to measure the interference between the emission of excitons, which are laterally separated by δx. After the interferometer, the emission is filtered by an interference filter of linewidth ±5 nm adjusted to the emission wavelength of indirect excitons λ = 800 nm. The filtered signal is focused to produce an image, which is recorded by a liquid-nitrogen cooled CCD. We measure emission intensity I 1 for arm 1 open, intensity I 2 for arm 2 open, and intensity I 12 for both arms open, and calculate I interf = (I 12 − I 1 − I 2 )/(2 √ I 1 I 2 ). The period of the interference fringes is set by a tilt angle between the image planes of the two arms and g 1 (δx) is given by the amplitude of the interference fringes A interf [28] as detailed below. Figure 2 presents the temperature dependence of exciton emission and interference patterns. At high temperatures, the exciton cloud spreads over the trap resulting in a broad spatial profile of the exciton emission (Fig.  2a,c,f) . With lowering temperature, the width of the emission pattern of the exciton cloud in the trap reduces indicating exciton accumulation at the trap center (Fig.  2a,c,f) . This is consistent with the reduction of the thermal spreading of excitons over the trap. Note that studies of atoms in traps also reveal the accumulation of atoms at the trap center with lowering temperature [1, 2] . Figure 2b presents the temperature dependence of the pattern of interference fringes. The corresponding temperature dependence of the amplitude of the interference fringes A interf averaged from 0 < x < 1.5µm is shown in Fig. 2f . As detailed below, A interf presents the coherence degree of excitons. Figure 2f shows that the exciton accumulation at the trap center is accompanied by the enhancement of the coherence degree of excitons. Figure 3a presents the amplitude of the interference fringes A interf (δx) for different densities. The exciton temperature is higher in the excitation spot [25, 26] . This is consistent with low values of A interf at negative δx, which correspond to the interference between the emission of a hot exciton gas in the excitation spot and exciton gas in the trap center (Fig. 3a) . We will consider positive δx, which correspond to the interference between the emission of an exciton gas in the trap center and exciton gas at positive x further away from the hot laser excitation spot. Figure 3c presents the density dependence of the width of the exciton emission pattern along x. At high temperature T = 4.5 K, the width of the emission pattern of the exciton cloud monotonically increases with density (Fig. 3c) . This is consistent with screening of the poten- 
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P e x ( µW ) c b tial landscape in the trap by indirect excitons due to the repulsive exciton-exciton interaction [23] . However, at low temperature T = 50 mK, the width of the emission pattern of the exciton cloud nonmonotonically changes with density: the increase of density first leads to the reduction of the cloud width, indicating the exciton accumulation at the trap center, while at higher densities, an increase of the cloud width with density is observed (Fig. 3c) . Figure 3b presents the density dependence of the amplitude of the interference fringes A interf . At high temperature T = 4.5 K, the coherence degree is low for all densities (Fig. 3b) . However, at low temperature T = 50 mK, the coherence degree nonmonotonically changes with density: the increase of density first leads to a strong enhancement of A interf , followed by its reduction (Fig. 3c) . Note that maximum A interf corresponds to minimum width of the emission pattern of the exciton cloud in the trap (Fig. 3b,c) . Figure 4 presents the amplitude of the interference fringes A interf (δx) for different temperatures. At high temperatures T > ∼ 4K, A interf quickly drops with δx. As discussed below, this behavior is expected for a classical gas. However, extended spontaneous coherence is observed at low temperatures (Fig. 4) . The spatial exten- sion of A interf (δx) can be characterized by a coherence length ξ. Here, to consider all data on equal footing, we evaluate ξ as δx at which the interference visibility drops e times. The temperature dependence of ξ is presented in Fig. 4b . A strong enhancement of the exciton coherence length is observed at low temperatures. While at high temperatures ξ is considerably smaller than the exciton cloud width, at low temperatures the entire exciton cloud becomes coherent (Figs. 2f and 4) . The data are discussed below. In the reported experiments, the laser excitation energy exceeds the exciton energy by about 400 meV and the laser excitation spot is spatially separated from the interfering excitons for positive δx. Therefore studied coherence in the exciton gas is spontaneous coherence; it is not induced by coherence of the laser excitation. [Note that for negative δx, the interfering excitons spatially overlap with the laser excitation spot and exciton coherence is suppressed (Fig.  3a) , confirming that exciton coherence studied in this work is not induced by the laser excitation.]
I n t e r f e r e n c e v i s i b i l i t y s h i f t x ( µm )
Coherence of exciton gas is imprinted on coherence of exciton emission, which is described by the first-order coherence function g 1 (δx). In turn, this function is given by the amplitude of the interference fringes A interf (δx) in 'the ideal experiment' with perfect spatial resolution. In real experiments, the measured A interf (δx) is given by the convolution of g 1 (δx) with the point-spread function (PSF) of the optical system used in the experiment [27, 29] . The PSF width corresponds to the spatial resolution of the optical system.
At high temperatures, the amplitude of interference fringes quickly drops with δx and the width of A interf (δx) corresponds to the PSF. This behavior is characteristic for a classical gas, where g 1 (δx) drops within the thermal de Broglie wavelength λ dB = 2πh 2 mT , which is about 0.5µm at 0.1 K, below the PSF width. At low temperatures, extended exciton coherence with the coherence length much larger than in a classical gas is observed (Fig. 4) . At the lowest temperatures, the observed coherence length in the exciton gas in the trap exceeds λ dB = 0.5 µm at 0.1 K by an order of magnitude and the entire exciton cloud in the trap becomes coherent (Figs. 2f and 4) . Figure 4a illustrates why δx = 4µm is selected for presenting coherence degree of excitons in Figs. 2 and 3 . The shift δx = 4µm is chosen to exceed both λ dB and the PSF width. At such δx, only weak coherence given by the PSF value at δx = 4µm can be observed for a classical gas. Higher A interf exceeding such background level reveal the enhanced coherence degree of excitons.
In conclusion, we report on the emergence of spontaneous coherence in a gas of indirect excitons in a trap. At low temperatures, the exciton coherence length becomes much larger than the thermal de Broglie wavelength and reaches the size of the exciton cloud in the trap.
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